
Our company is looking for a delivery director. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for delivery director

Recommending best solutions to upper management based on
understanding of business and technical issues
Responsible for project management and business integration on major
initiatives such as system implementation, process innovation, acquisition
integration, relationship management program, Lead organizational
effectiveness reviews of alliance capabilities and offer recommendations for
improvement
Monitor delivery of each of the initiatives, work with business owners to
identify risk, issues and mitigating actions
Ensure client service delivery is cost effective and has an infrastructure in
place to support both internal and external customers
Develop content and lead presentations for business and partnership reviews
both internally and externally
Implement programs to ensure attainment of the business plan for growth
and profit
Identify and develop support for new opportunities (operational efficiencies,
new product features, enterprise integration)
You have full financial/budget control and conduct quarterly partner
performance meetings overseeing the strategic KPI’s per partner in terms of
quality, education, performance and manage the open issue list and renewals
You ensure the alignment with all relevant units
Hires appropriate technical and project management individuals to meet the
demands of our customers Participates in Area/Sub resource and capacity
planning processes, use insights to re-skill or adjust resource levels
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Candidate must also have strong team leadership skills and be able to guide
production personnel through the delivery requirements process
Must possess extensive working knowledge of
Must be able to communicate in technical terms with vendors and post
production specialists, including but not limited to mixers, editors, and
producers
Must be detail-oriented and be able to multi-task, work in a fast-paced
environment and cope with ever-changing production schedules and delivery
deadlines
15+ years of related experience of managing support services, project
management, or program management experience
Hands-on experience supporting midsize to large corporate environment


